What caused the decline in breast cancer mortality in the United Kingdom?
The marked improvement in breast cancer mortality in the United Kingdom (UK) has attracted worldwide interest. To understand the details of this phenomenon the morbidity and mortality rates of breast cancer in the UK during the past 30 years were analyzed. The official publications and statistical data were available and downloaded at the official UK Web sites of the National Health Service, National Statistics and Cancer Research Organization. Parts of the data were obtained directly from the National Cancer Intelligence Centre of UK. After the beginning of breast screening the morbidity of the subject age group soared up to the level of an age group that was 10 years older. Noninvasive carcinoma was often discovered in the subject age group after the beginning of breast screening and constituted 8.3%of all cases. The mortality rates, however, began to decrease before the start of screening and fell clearly even in age groups other than that of the study group and particularly in elderly women. Not only the prevalence of breast screening but also the increase of early stage cancer in all age groups have probably resulted from improvements in diagnostic technology and heightened social interest and awareness. In addition, the development of adjuvant endocrine therapy must have influenced the evident improvement in mortality of breast cancer in the UK.